The information complied below has been gathered from the country’s top judges and officials. Updates and clarifications outlined below will be effective immediately.

- Are minor change forms required at level 7?
  - No they are not required, however it is strongly encouraged that your tariff sheets are as accurate as possible to assist the judging of the event.
  - There is a deduction for “Out of Order” at level 7.

- Do you need to specify the shapes/options being used on the level 7/8 tariff sheets?
  - While it is strongly suggested that you specify the options you are choosing for your saltos or holds, it is not mandatory on compulsory tariff sheets.
  - The more specific you can be, the easier it is on the judges!

- When a skill specifies a straight handstand can you have a leg bent?
  - There is a Categories of Handstands page at the beginning of the FIG Code Of Points – you can refer to that page for accepted handstand positions.
  - Note – there are some compulsory elements that specify legs together such as the headstand individual. If a specific position is specified you must perform that specific position to receive credit.

- For the Level 6 WP skill reverse stand in hands, does a finger need to be under the foot to receive credit?
  - No – as long as the majority of the weight is in the palm of the hands and not on the shoulders, credit should be given.
  - No credit would be received if only the thumb is under the foot instead of the palm of the hand.
  - Fingers sliding underneath or lifting the foot to put the fingers underneath is considered technique but not mandatory for credit.

- What happens if a top doing a shoulder press to low handstand comes off the shoulders 1 leg at a time and not both legs at the same time?
  - This is a significant execution deduction, but credit should be given unless the judges feel that the top jumped or pushed off the shoulders instead of pressing.
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